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SHOT BLASTING
ACCESSORIES

8 INCH SHOT BLASTER

ENG

SPECIFICATIONS
Width: 12”

Blasting Width: 8”

Height: 32”

Length: 35”

Weight: 112 lb

Speed: Manual

Blasting Capacity: Up to 400 
sq.ft./hr

Voltage: 110

HP: 1 1/2

Amps: 16

3395-201000199: Left Side Liner
3395-201000200: Right Side Liner
3395-201000201: Top Liner
3395-201000145: 165 mm Wheel Kit
3395-201001726: 2” Reducer
3395-201001725: 4” Reducer
3395-201001724: 6” Reducer
3395-201000202: Right/Left Side Brush
Shot
3404: S-280, 50 lb Bag
3411: S-330, 50 lb Bag
6551: Magnetic Sweeper
This sweeper is ideal for steel shot, and it 
picks up metal debris quickly and easily.
6555: Hand Magnetic
Hand-held magnet designed for loading 
and unloading media into shot blast 
machines. 

 This shot blaster has a production capacity of up to 400 square 
feet per hour.

 Engineered with an in-line separation system, this 110 volt 
shot blaster maximizes separation of abrasives (steel shot) and 
dust. The production ability of this machine sets a new industry 
standard in 8 inch shot blasters. 

 The compact design offers ideal mobility and versatility for small 
to midsize applications and makes this the perfect companion 
when used in conjunction with larger units.

 The front swivel casters increase maneuverability and control 
for a more uniform and consistent profile.

 The height adjustable handle, ergonomic placement of the blast 
wheel and shot blast controls greatly reduce operator fatigue.

 As an option, the 3395 has an alternative liner that reduces the 
blast width from 8 inches to 4 inches; for line stripe preparation  
and removal.

 The handle switch opens the magnetic valve allowing the 
abrasive media to simultaneously feed and start the blast 
wheel. This feature prohibits unwanted abrasive flow.

 The closed faced blast wheel design directs the maximum 
amount of steel abrasive to the surface being cleaned and 
profiled, this results in less maintenance cost to operate.

 This shot blaster operates virtually dust free when connected to 
the National 3474 HEPA dust collector.

 There is a one (1) year manufacturer’s warranty on parts and 
labor.
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